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Updated information regarding the rating of this examination may be posted on the
New York State Education Department’s web site during the rating period. Check this web site
at: http://www.p12.nysed.gov/apda/ and select the link “Scoring Information” for any recently posted
information regarding this examination. This site should be checked before the rating process for this
examination begins and several times throughout the Regents Examination period.
The following procedures are to be used for rating papers in the Regents Comprehensive
Examination in English. More detailed directions for the organization of the rating process and
procedures for rating the examination are included in the Information Booklet for Scoring the Regents
Comprehensive Examination in English.
Scoring the Multiple-Choice Questions
For this exam all schools must use uniform scannable answer sheets provided by the regional
information center or large-city scanning center. The scoring key for this exam is provided below. If
these answer sheets are being hand scored prior to being scanned, the scorer must be careful not to
make any stray marks on the answer sheet that might later interfere with the accuracy of the scanning.
Before scannable answer sheets are machine scored, several samples must be both machine and
manually scored to ensure the accuracy of the machine-scoring process. All discrepancies must be
resolved before student answer sheets are machine scored. When machine scoring is completed, a sample
of the scored answer sheets must be scored manually to verify the accuracy of the machine-scoring
process.
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COMPREHENSIVE ENGLISH
Rating of Short-Constructed Responses and Essay
(1) In training raters to score student responses for each part of the examination, follow the procedures outlined below:
Introduction to the Tasks
• Raters read the task and summarize it.
• Raters read the passages (if applicable) and plan a response to the task.
• Raters share response plans and summarize expectations for student responses.
Introduction to the Rubric and Anchor Papers
• Trainer reviews rubric with reference to the task.
• Trainer reviews procedures for assigning holistic scores (i.e., by matching evidence from the response
to the language of the rubric and by weighing all qualities equally).
• Trainer leads review of each anchor paper and commentary. (Note: Anchor papers are ordered from
high to low within each score level.)
Practice Scoring Individually
• Raters score a set of five practice papers individually. Raters should score the five papers independently without looking at the scores provided after the five papers.
• Trainer records scores and leads discussion until raters feel comfortable enough to move on to actual
scoring. (Practice papers for Questions 26 and 27 contain scores and commentaries. Practice papers
for Question 28 only contain scores.)
(2) When actual rating begins, each rater should record his or her individual rating for a student’s shortconstructed responses and essay on the rating sheets provided, not directly on the student’s essay or
answer sheet. Do not correct the student’s work by making insertions or changes of any kind.
(3) The 2-credit short responses are to be rated by one qualified rater. Each essay must be rated by at least
two raters; a third rater will be necessary to resolve scores that differ by more than one point. The scoring coordinator will be responsible for coordinating the movement of papers, calculating a final
score for each student’s essay, and recording that information on the student’s answer paper.
Schools are not permitted to rescore any of the open-ended questions on any Regents Exam
after each question has been rated the required number of times as specified in the rating guide,
regardless of the final exam score. Schools are required to ensure that the raw scores have been
added correctly and that the resulting scale score has been determined accurately.
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Question 26
(used for 2-credit responses that refer to two texts)
Score Point 2
• presents a well-developed paragraph
• demonstrates a basic understanding of the texts
• establishes an appropriate controlling idea
• supports the controlling idea with clear and appropriate details from both texts
• uses language that is appropriate
• may exhibit errors in conventions that do not hinder comprehension
Score Point 1
• has a controlling idea
or
• implies a controlling idea
or
• has an unclear controlling idea
AND
• supports the controlling idea with partial and/or overly general information from the texts
• uses language that may be imprecise or inappropriate
• exhibits errors in conventions that may hinder comprehension
Score Point 0
• is off topic, incoherent, a copy of the task/texts, or blank
• demonstrates no understanding of the task/texts
• is a personal response
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Anchor Paper – Question 26 – Level 2 – A

Anchor Level 2–A
The response presents a well-developed paragraph, demonstrating a basic understanding of the texts. An appropriate controlling idea
(Even when the product of a person’s creativity is imperfect and artistically unimportant, it still has significance for him or her) is
supported with clear and appropriate details from both texts (The artist … in Passage I has a passion for pottery … Her imperfect
creations express … her heart” and The person … in the poem … finds significance in her imperfect creations … because they conjure
up grade school). Language is appropriate, and errors in conventions do not hinder comprehension.
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Anchor Paper – Question 26 – Level 2 – B

Anchor Level 2–B
The response presents a well-developed paragraph, demonstrating a basic understanding of the texts. An appropriate controlling idea
(Creativity … can only be developed through constant exploration and dedication towards a task) is supported with clear and
appropriate details from both texts (“ … Jade Snow developed a “feeling” for art … and the knowledge that sober, hard work was the
most important quality of all” and The students discover that they can manipulate leaves, ultimately creating artwork. This was
enabled by their exploration). Language use is appropriate, and errors in conventions (towards; all”. This; This … are) do not hinder
comprehension.
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Anchor Paper – Question 26 – Level 1 – A

Anchor Level 1–A
The response has a controlling idea (Creativity is the use of your imagination to create something), supported with partial and overly
general information from the texts (Jade turned a plain old bookcase into work of art … only … using paint, paper beads, paper dolls
and clay and They describing the leaves but not with color with other objects). Language use is imprecise (They describing), and errors
in conventions (example in, And, color with) may hinder comprehension.
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Anchor Paper – Question 26 – Level 1 – B

Anchor Level 1–B
The response implies a controlling idea (Creativity can accelerate your ability to feel), supported with partial and overly general
information from the texts (both of the main characters are highly influenced by the … art in their lives). Language use is imprecise
(touch of art), and errors in conventions (wether, potts, someone … their) may hinder comprehension.
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Anchor Paper – Question 26 – Level 0

Anchor Level 0
The response is a personal response. There is no reference to either text.
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Question 26 – Practice Paper A
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Question 26 – Practice Paper B
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Question 26 – Practice Paper C
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Question 26 – Practice Paper D
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Question 26 – Practice Paper E
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QUESTION 26
PRACTICE SET ANNOTATIONS
Practice Paper A — Score Level 2
The response presents a well-developed paragraph, demonstrating a basic understanding of the texts. An appropriate controlling idea
(Creativity isn’t so much a skill you are said to be born with, but an adventure you can discover in your life) is supported with clear
and appropriate details from both texts (Jade is happy to have found creativity through the art of clay, although she found it at a later
point in life and the author explains how simply tracing a leaf onto a piece of paper can be a very successful project). Language use is
appropriate, and there are no errors in conventions.

Practice Paper B — Score Level 0
The response is a personal response. There is no reference to either text.

Practice Paper C — Score Level 1
The response has a controlling idea (Many people are Creative in their own why), supported with partial and overly general
information from the texts (Jade Snow loves to do Pottery and the other Charater uses the enviroment to Create things). Language use
is imprecise (own why, do Pottery, mind Sets), and errors in conventions (Charater and imagen) may hinder comprehension.

Practice Paper D — Score Level 2
The response presents a well-developed paragraph, demonstrating a basic understanding of the texts. An appropriate controlling idea
(Someone who has a passion for creativity needs to find some way to express this passion) is supported with clear and appropriate
details from both texts (She loved looking at all the beautiful works … they all showed the love each artist emitted whille creating the
piece and He or She loved to create impressions of different leaves). Language use is appropriate, and errors in conventions (a person
… their, inperfect, none the less) do not hinder comprehension.

Practice Paper E — Score Level 1
The response has a controlling idea (perfection does not make art), supported with partial and overly general information from the texts
(Despite the flaws in the leaves or the imperfections in the pottery, beauty was still found). Language use is appropriate, and there are
no errors in conventions.
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Question 27
(used for 2-credit responses that refer only to one text)
Score Point 2
• presents a well-developed paragraph
• provides an appropriate explanation of the literary element or technique chosen
• supports the explanation with clear and appropriate evidence from the text
• uses language that is appropriate
• may exhibit errors in conventions that do not hinder comprehension
Score Point 1
• provides an explanation of the literary element or technique
or
• implies an explanation of the literary element or technique
or
• has an unclear explanation of the literary element or technique
AND
• supports the explanation with partial and/or overly general information from the text
• uses language that may be imprecise or inappropriate
• exhibits errors in conventions that may hinder comprehension
Score Point 0
• is off topic, incoherent, a copy of the task/text, or blank
• demonstrates no understanding of the task/text
• is a personal response
Note: Since the question specifies choosing one of the authors, if the student responds using both
passages, score the portion of the response that would give the student the higher score.
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Anchor Paper – Question 27 – Level 2 – A

Anchor Level 2–A
The response presents a well-developed paragraph that provides an appropriate explanation of the use of symbolism in Passage II
(symbolism contributes specifically to the depth and meaning of the passage), supported with clear and appropriate evidence from the
text (In the final stanza where the author talks about how the leaves on the board are flapping around … a connection could be made
to the possible life situation of the author). Language use is appropriate, and errors in capitalization (passage) do not hinder
comprehension.
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Anchor Paper – Question 27 – Level 2 – B

Anchor Level 2–B
The response presents a well-developed paragraph that provides an appropriate explanation of the use of simile in Passage I (simile is
used to express how Jade felt about art), supported with clear and appropriate evidence from the text (“She played with simple
forms … and the hours, like the fishing trips during her childhood, would simply fly … all troubles were forgotten and Jade loved to
work on art just like she loved to go fishing). Language use is appropriate, and there are no errors in conventions.
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Anchor Paper – Question 27 – Level 1 – A

Anchor Level 1–A
The response implies an explanation of the literary technique of diction in Passage II (In the poem, the poets use of language …
described every little detail), supported with overly general information from the text (the poet would go from the beautiful outdoors
speaking well & delightful). Language use is imprecise (very depth), and errors in conventions (gorgeous & more and beuty) may
hinder comprehension.
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Anchor Paper – Question 27 – Level 1 – B

Anchor Level 1–B
The response implies an explanation of the literary element of point of view in Passage I (the author uses the point of view to show how
things developed throughout the class for Jade Snow), supported with overly general information from the text (This allows for the
reader to see exactly what she was doing as well as what she was feeling). Language use is appropriate, and errors in conventions (the
passage) do not hinder comprehension.
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Anchor Paper – Question 27 – Level 0

Anchor Level 0
The response demonstrates no understanding of the text, referring to the use of specific imagery to show what the other is discussing.
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Question 27 – Practice Paper A
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Question 27 – Practice Paper B
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Question 27 – Practice Paper C
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Question 27 – Practice Paper D
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Question 27 – Practice Paper E
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QUESTION 27
PRACTICE SET ANNOTATIONS
Practice Paper A— Score Level 2
The response presents a well-developed paragraph that provides an appropriate explanation of the use of motif in Passage II (The author
of Passage II uses colors as a motif; each color is representative of a different idea and aids the author in furthering the messages within
the piece), supported with clear and appropriate evidence from the text (the author refers to the color of potatoes, evoring a sense of
earthiness). Language use is appropriate, and an error in punctuation (leaves and) does not hinder comprehension.

Practice Paper B — Score Level 1
The response has an unclear explanation of the literary technique of visualization in Passage II (the author … describes well of what they
do for art that anyone can picture), supported with partial and overly general information from the text (The auther describes in detail
how it looks and how they do it). Language use is imprecise (describes well of what and picture the atmosphire), and an error in spelling
(atmosphire) does not hinder comprehension.

Practice Paper C — Score Level 0
The response demonstrates no understanding of the text, referring to passages that describe items and talk about them.

Practice Paper D — Score Level 1
The response has an unclear explanation of the literary technique of metaphor in Passage I (the author uses metaphors quite often),
supported with overly general information from the text (the impulses of her heart … means that Jades heart and soul went into creating
pottery and she could keep memories by remembering what had inspired her). Language use is appropriate, and errors in conventions
(for, this, Jades) do not hinder comprehension.

Practice Paper E — Score Level 2
The response presents a well-developed paragraph that provides an appropriate explanation of the use of characterization to describe the
teacher in Passage I, supported with clear and appropriate evidence from the text (the teacher is allways working, he knows many
methods to teach, and is constently re-establishing new and higher requirement for making pottery). Language use is appropriate, and
errors in conventions (narritor, He himself, the narritor) do not hinder comprehension.
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